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MODEL # DESCRIPTION

333 FOMOFIL 12 OZ.(P10002 HANDI FOAM) Handi-Foam® Sealants are designed to seal and fill small cracks, 
gaps and voids. Handi-Foam sealants can be applied with a 
straw applicator, a professional dispensing unit or a professional 
hose kit (for use with cylinders). Handi-Foam Sealants are 
available in a variety of sizes to meet many application needs. 
This results in less waste on small jobs while having an economic 
impact on large jobs.

CMD21A SWEAT FREE PIPE INSULATION  770 15    
15 OZ.

Sweat-Free is an aerosol spray-on insulation specifically 
developed for cold water pipes,  refrigeration and air 
conditioning lines. Stops sweating and dripping problems. Dries 
to a clean, white, flexible and water-resistant coating. Adheres 
to galvanized, black iron, steel, brass, copper and PVC piping.

PCA    PAN PATCH DiversiTech® Drain Pan Patch - Epoxy Sealant - Self-Leveling 
Formula Will Provide A Smooth And Even Coating - Works Even In 
Standing Water To Provide A Permanent Bond

15026 PAINT FLAT WHITE(78982)

CMD18A FILTER SPRAY 14 OZ.

CLIPLIGHT
MODEL # DESCRIPTION

944KIT SUPER SEAL HVACR SUPER SEAL ADVANCED™, now with DRY R™ to eliminate moisture, 
is a faster and compressor-friendly method of permanently 
sealing and preventing leaks in A/C and refrigeration systems.  
DRY R™ boosts sealant performance, increases drier efficiency, 
while preventing waxing and acid formation.

972KIT CLIPLIGHT SUPER SEAL TOTAL 2 SUPER SEAL TOTAL™ is a faster and compressor-friendly method 
of permanently sealing leaks in A/C and refrigeration systems.  
DRY R™ eliminates moisture, boosts sealant performance, and 
increases drier efficiency, while preventing waxing and acid 
formation.  FLASH™ UV dye instantly distributes to detect all 
system leaks.

980 CLIPLIGHT FLASH UNIVERSAL DYE FLASH™ is an advanced class of UV dye that distributes cleanly 
and instantaneously into all systems. FLASH™ uses DRY R™ instead 
of POE oil as its carrier – keeping the dye stable and preventing it 
from crystallizing with moisture.
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MAINSTREAM ENGINEERING
MODEL # DESCRIPTION

QT2000 ACID TEST KIT Tests for acid in two seconds on operating systems Provides an 
early warning of acid problems without the need to remove oil 
Meets EPA Venting Regulations Tests to 1 ppm of acid content 
Yellow to Red color change if inorganic acid is detected 
Compatible with all refrigerants and oils Made in the U.S.A.

QT2500 ACID REMOVAL , 4 TREATMENTS/BOX Works with all refrigerants, oils, and filter-driers on operating 
systems Removes acid in systems without leaving any residue 
or contaminants Advanced technology — uses no harmful 
neutralization reactions Four treatments per box; each treatment 
handles up to a 3-ton unit Tested to ASHRAE Standards 97-1989 
and 86-1994 OEM approved Patented formulation (#5,770,048) 
Made in the U.S.A.

QT2510 0.5 OZ. QWICKINJECTOR LIQUID INJECTOR Designed to introduce 1/2 oz. QwikShot® acid treatment or other 
liquids without having to break down system Rugged — uses a 
heavy aluminum construction Works with a standard manifold 
gauge Patented design (#5,996,651) Includes one free 1/2 oz. 
treatment of Acid Flush™ Made in the U.S.A.

QT2511 4.0 OZ. QWICKINJECTOR LIQUID INJECTOR

MARS
MODEL # DESCRIPTION

15016 PAINT WHITE GLOSS(78981) Plasti-kote® industrial all purpose enamel is abrasion and 
corrosion resistant.This spray enamel features an adjustable fan 
spray valve. Fights rust and will not fade. One can covers 25 to 28 
sq.ft. Can be used to identify refrigerant in cylinders.

16016 PAINT GLOSS BLACK(78983)

16026 PAINT FLAT BLACK(78984)

78985 MACHINERY LIGHT GRAY PAINT (78985)

78986 SPRAY PAINT ROYAL BLUE

CO1 OILER ZOOM SPOUT 93240 Used by virtually every mechanic and technician in the heating, 
ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration field. Contains 4 oz. 
highest quality turbine oil • Rust and oxidation inhibited • Paraffin 
base...non-gumming • Use on motor bearings and bushings • 
Squeeze bottle action • Spout extends to 14”, wipes dry • SAE10 
weight • Non detergent
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NU-CALGON
Nu-Calgon markets and distributes a complete line of specialty chemical products for 
the air conditioning, refrigeration aftermarket as well as the plumbing, heating and 
food service/restaurant supply markets. These include coil cleaners, descalers, and 
refrigeration oils as well as products for water treatment, ice machine maintenance, 
and other specialty applications. 

PENETROIL

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

AK13 13-OZ AEROKROIL PENETRATING LUBRICANT  ( AK12 ) Spray-on AeroKroil® Penetrating Oil to loosen 
“frozen” metal parts Stubborn rusted hardware is 
no match for AeroKroil Penetrating Oil! It’s the best 
way to “unfreeze” stubborn rusted hardware and 
fasteners. Quickly loosens rusted nuts and bolts 
• Frees frozen shafts, pulleys, etc. • Dissolves rust, 
lubricates, cleans and prevents future rust

SUPPLY
CO.

GAS LEAK DETECTOR

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

418053 GAS LEAK DETECTOR 
6 OZ. BOTTLE BUBBLES

Gas Leak Detector is a straw-colored liquid with a Brookfield viscosity of 
120 cps at 26°C. It is a synergistic formulation that produces a viscous 
film, detecting refrigerant leaks as small as 1/2 ounce per year. It is non-
corrosive, non-ingurous, non-staining and harmless to skin.

418208 GAS LEAK DETECTOR 
CAL-BLUE GALLON BOTTLE BUBBLE

One of the most important tasks of today’s technician is refrigerant 
management, and specifically leak detection. For this job, the technician 
requires a quality, effective leak detector, and Cal-Blue Plus meets that 
need. Cal-Blue Plus has outstanding freeze-protection down to 5ºF (and 
up to 225ºF).

418224 GAS LEAK DETECTOR 
CAL-BLUE QT. BOTTLE BUBBLE

418424 GAS LEAK DETECTOR, 
FLOURESCENT QT. BOTTLE

Fluorescent Gas Leak Detector is a complete product. Not only does 
it detect the smallest leak, it also provides other significant features and 
benefits. It’s high viscosity formula enables it to remain in contact with 
the applied surface for an extended period of time, thereby allowing the 
smallest of leaks to be detected.

PLUMBING PRODUCTS

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

416524 DRAIN-SOLVE 1QT Ideal for condensate pan drains. Drain Solve saves time and money with its ease 
of use. It eliminates application concerns associated with more reactive, fuming 
drain openers. Simply pour it down the drain and let it work without fear of noxious 
fumes or reactions. Does not contain sulfuric acid.

416508 DRAIN-SOLVE 1GAL

413408 CALCI-SOLVE 1GAL Remove scale from lines and clear clogged drains easily and effectively with Calci-
Solve. The product includes a special inhibitor that coats the inside of the pipes 
with a protective film, allowing the acid in Calci-Solve to quickly dissolve calcium, 
magnesium, sodium, lime, rust, and other elements without harming pipes.

413424 CALCI-SOLVE 1QT

438701 VITAL-FLO TANKLESS 
WATER HEATER DES-
CALER KIT

The Vital Flo Tankless Water Heater Descaler Kit is a complete service tool for 
descaling tankless water heaters. It consists of a submersible descaler pump, a set 
of five foot 3/4˝ female hose threaded assemblies, 8 fluid ounces of formulated 
descaler solution packaged in a lidded four gallon chemical resistant container. 
The pump and hose assemblies in the kit are designed for repeated use for 
ongoing descaling requirements. The lid on the canister has a port that allows 
the hose assemblies and electrical cord to be feed through the lid while the lid is 
fastened to the canister. This feature provides added safety during the descaling 
process in a residential, commercial or industrial location.

438702 VITAL-FLO DESCALER 
SOLUTION (NSF LISTED)



AEROSOL PRODUCTS

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

408403 AEROSOL, FOOD GRADE SILICONE This ultra fast drying silicone spray is formulated specifically for 
the needs of the ice machine and food industries. This medium 
viscosity formula provides light lubrication for ice machines, coin 
slots, guides, belts, slicing machines, ovens, mixers, grinders and 
other processing equipment. This product is ideal for use as a 
lubricant with incidental food contact when used in compliance 
with 21 CFR 178.3570.

408004 AEROSOL ADHESIVE 11 OZ CAN This advanced formula mist spray adhesive is the one true all 
purpose adhesive. This unique product utilizes an advanced 
rubber system to create a product versatile enough for 
everything from light to heavy duty jobs. Applications for this 
product can be found throughout general industry for bonding 
fabric, plastics, felt, cork, paper, corrugated, wood, most metals, 
and a variety of other materials.

408175 AEROSOL CALCLEAN 20 OZ CAN A heavy duty detergent containing surfactants, grease solvents, 
alkaline cleaners, corrosion inhibitors and water conditioners. 
Ideal for cleaning window units as well as small evaporator coils, 
air cooled condenser coils, metal filters, fan blades, walk-ins, 
reach-ins, coolers, freezers, microchannels, A/C systems, and 
other surfaces soiled with greasy dust and dirt. When used as 
directed, CalClean will not corrode any metal.

408203 AEROSOL, ELECTRIC CONTACT CLEANER Electrical Contact Cleaner cleans, lubricates, and protects 
electrical contacts from corrosion, and is safe on most plastics. 
Cleaning action quickly removes greases, dust, and oxidation, 
restores and maintains precision and efficiency to the instrument 
and component. Includes extension tube for pinpointing 
application. USDA Approved.

408375 AEROSOL, DEGREASER  SOLVENT This highly active solvent blend provides maximum performance 
in a degreasing solvent without the use of ozone depleters or 
chlorinated solvents. Powerful blasting spray removes grease, 
oily dirt and contaminants. This special formula is also suitable 
for cleaning equipment, tools plus parts and meets or exceeds 
current OTC VOC requirements.

408603 AEROSOL, V-BELT DRESSING Especially formulated for V-Belt applications. Formula contains 
neither asphalt nor rosin. Will not glaze, will not collect dirt - 
actually cleans belts of accumulations. Ideal for wet, outdoor 
conditions. Can also be used for leather, rubber, canvas and 
other fabric belts–flat or round. Perfect for all industrial belt drives.

413220 CAL-BLAST CONDENSOR COIL CLEANER Cal-Blast is a high performance aerosol with excellent solvency 
and blasting spray, to powerfully separate undesirable materials 
from the surface, offering maximum cleaning of finned coils.
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WATER TREATMENT

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

433008 SCALE DESOLVER FOR COOLING TOWERS 
CALGON - SPECIAL ORDER

Liquid Scale Dissolver line-up is the industry’s most trusted solution 
for descaling and cleaning cooling tower. It provides unmatched 
features such as a built-in pH color indicator, superior low foam 
characteristics in a fast-action cleaner. This specialized chemistry 
is packaged in a variety of sizes–including our exclusive new 2.5 
gallon bottle to make handling easier – and safer in climbing 
circumstances.

416708 ECO-LYME ENVIROMENTALLY FRIENDLY 
DESCALER

Eco-Lyme is a new odorless chemistry for the HVAC/R market 
that provides a unique blend of performance and safety to 
the environment and user. The product is specially formulated 
to achieve descaling behavior of competing hydrochloric acid 
based descalers. However, the active ingredient is substantially 
safer on equipment metals. Eco-Lyme is ideal for stainless steel 
construction - eliminates the issue of localized corrosion/pitting 
caused by repeated use of hydrochloric acid.

AEROSOL PRODUCTS

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

429075 NU-BLAST, AEROSOL 18 OZ. A “no rinse required” condenser coil cleaner in a convenient 
aerosol package. Double action of high pressure blast and 
solvent cleaning restores design efficiency of condenser coils 
quickly and easily. It is non-flammable and non-conductive with 
no rinse required, as the cleaning solvent evaporates completely.

429275 NU-KILL II, WASP & HORNET AEROSOL Nu-Kill II doesn’t just make wasps mad, it kills them! It is formulated 
with both tetramethrin and permethrin for instant kill and it 
provides residual kill as insects return to the nest. It does not 
contain any CFC’s and it has a very high dielectric strength.

417175 AEROSOL, EVAP FOAM-NO 
RINSE COIL CLEANER

Evap Foam “no rinse” is a high performance, heavy duty 
detergent, specifically formulated with special surfactants and 
alkaline cleaners that have been developed into a foaming, no-
rinse product. The aerosol product can be sprayed either right 
side up or upside down, and is ideal for use on most coils, but 
particularly suited for cooling or evaporator coils

429650 PAN SPRAY NU CALGON Pan-Spray is an effective, easy-to-use water proof rubberized 
coating that won’t chip, flake, or peel. It’s ideal for sealing out 
rust and corrosion as well as repairing leaky condensate pans, 
cooling towers, swamp coolers, roofing, gutters, and down 
spouts. Pan Spray is the perfect solution for emergency and 
permanent repair.
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WATER FILTRATION MAINTENANCE

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

428734 NICKEL SAFE ICE MACHINE CLEANER 16 
OZ.

Nickel-Safe Ice Machine Cleaner is a specially formulated citric/
phosphoric food-grade product for removing scale deposits 
from ice makers having nickel-plated or tin-plated evaporators. 
It is acceptable for use in machines made by Manitowoc and 
other manufacturers using nickel. In fact, it was the industry’s first 
nickel-safe product, introduced in collaboration with Manitowoc. 
Usage rate should be in accordance with the manufacturers 
instructions or 16 fluid ounces with three gallons of system water.

428708 NICKEL SAFE ICE MACHINE CLEANER 
GALLON
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COIL CLEANERS & SPRAYERS

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

413308 CAL-BRITE GALLON BOTTLE 
PINK COIL CLEANER

Cal-Brite is a low-pH or acid-based product developed for 
cleaning evaporator coils, air-cooled condensers and other 
finned cooling and heating coils. It is based upon glycolic acid 
and ammonium bifluoride. The activity between the glycolic 
acid and the ammonium bifluoride produces a synergestic 
cleaning effect, resulting in a clean, brightened coil but with the 
utmost in safety to the applicator and the job site as compared 
to HF-based products.

414832 CAL-SHIELD WITH TEFLON QUART BOTTLE Cal-Shield is a synergistic liquid formulation based upon DuPont’s 
Teflon® fluoro-additives. It is specifically designed for application 
on air-cooled condensers, evaporator coils and other finned 
heating and cooling coils where it forms a micro-thin or molecular 
film of Teflon. Once applied, Cal-Shield will shield and protect the 
coil from adverse conditions within the operating environment.

416608 EVAP FRESH COIL CLEANER Evap-Fresh is a ready-to-use, non-abrasive, one-step cleaner 
and disinfectant for evaporator coils in small air conditioners, 
commercial air handling equipment, HVAC cooling coils and 
refrigeration equipment. It is the first product of its kind in the 
industry to receive EPA registration for such claims.

416805 EVAP POWR-C 2 1/2 GALLON  
GREEN CLEANER

Nu-Calgon has developed the Green Select products with all 
natural ingredients derived from vegetable esters and other eco-
friendly resources. All of the Green Select products have been 
tested extensively to ensure the highest level of performance 
while utilizing “green” ingredients. In addition, the products are 
biodegradable and will not harm plants, animals, and aquatic 
life. More importantly, we use only natural and renewable 
resources that are on the EPA’s Designed for the Environment list 
of acceptable “green” ingredients.

429108 NU-BRITE BLUE COND COIL CLEANER 
(USDA APPROVED)

A non-acid, alkaline-based product for cleaning and brightening 
air cooled condensers. It is formulated with the best available 
foaming detergents and chelants to quickly penetrate and 
dissolve greasy dirt and grime and foam it right out of the coil. 
The safer alternative to acids.

417805 FOAM BRITE 2 1/2 GALLON 
COIL CLEANER GOLD

Foam-Brite’s foaming power is incredible. It is a non-acidic, 
alkaline-based cleaner and brightener containing the best 
available biodegradable ingredients and a unique chelant/
surfactant package to quickly penetrate and remove greasy 
soils and oxidation. Its high foaming formula helps lift greasy soils 
out of the coil, leaving finned coils clean and bright. It can be 
used to replace the more dangerous HF acid-based products for 
condenser coil cleaning because Foam-Brite does not contain 
any acids.

417808 FOAM BRITE GALLON 
COIL CLEANER GOLD

412008 ALKA-BRITE COIL CLEANER BROWN A non-acid, alkaline-based product for brightening and cleaning 
air-cooled condensers. It contains the best available detergents 
and surfactants to quickly penetrate and remove greasy soils 
and oxidation and its foaming helps lift greasy soils out of the coil, 
leaving equipment clean and bright.
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COIL CLEANERS & SPRAYERS

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

418624 GREEN CLEAN QT. BOTTLE Green Clean® is a pleasantly scented, concentrated 
environmentally friendly, all-purpose cleaner designed for 
the rapid removal of grime and other heavy soils. It instantly 
penetrates greasy and oily surfaces, providing powerful 
emulsifying ingredients that chemically soften and dissolve 
the deposits, making them easy to remove. A safer, effective, 
alternative to toxic cleaners, bleaches and solvents! Green Clean 
is formulated with powerful ingredients on the EPA’s Designed For 
Environment list of acceptable “green” materials.

47713 SPRAYER NO 220CP The No. 200P sprayer can be used for spraying solutions of 
CalClean®, Special HD CalClean®, Alka-Brite®, Nu-Brite®, Evap 
Pow’r-C® or other Nu-Calgon products on air conditioning 
cooling coils, air cooled condensers, finned heating coils, 
refrigeration case or cooler coils, permanent air filters and other 
greasy, dirty surfaces.

47720 SPRAYER NO300P POLY The No. 300P Poly Sprayer is constructed of high-density 
polyethylene. It has a funnel-top which provides easy chemical 
pouring and has a 3.5 gallon capacity (3 gallon working 
capacity). It comes with a 10˝ polypropylene pump, brass 
handle and extension tube with adjustable nozzle and five feet 
of wear-resistant hose.

47740 COIL GUN For spraying coil cleaners such as Nu-Brite®, CalClean®, 
HD CalClean®, Alka-Brite® Plus, Tri-Pow’r® HD or any of the 
other quality Nu-Calgon coil cleaners for cleaning air cooled 
condensers, evaporator coils, etc. No pre-mixing is necessary as 
chemical and water are automatically blended in mixing head 
as you spray. Use for coil cleaning as well as in food preparation 
areas, wash rooms, or any situation where use of water-diluted 
chemicals are required.



REFRIGERATION & VP OILS

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

430307 C-3 REFRIGERATION OIL GALLON BOTTLE Nu-Calgon naphthenic mineral oil is available in three grades: 
C-3s (150 SUS), C-4s (300 SUS) and C-5s (500 SUS). All viscosities 
are manufactured by Calumet Lubricant Co. and are approved 
by Copeland, Trane and other compressor manufacturers, 
approvals varying by viscosity.

430407 C-4 REFRIGERATION OIL GALLON BOTTLE

430807 REFRIGERATION OIL ZEROL 
200TD ALKLYLBENZ

Zerol Refrigeration Oil is a high-quality, premium synthetic 
alkylbenzene refrigeration oil. It is similar in many ways to natural 
mineral oils but has superior properties that make it particularly 
valuable in refrigeration, air-conditioning applications. It is 
available in three grades: Zerol 150 (150 SUS), Zerol 200TD (200 
SUS) and Zerol 300 (300 SUS).

431107 REFRIGERATION OIL ZEROL 300 
ALKYBENZENE

431007 REFRIGERATION OIL ZEROL 150 
ALKYBENZENE

431466 REFRIGERATION OIL ICI RL32CF 
POLYOLESTER

The Emkarate family of lubricants is a wide range of polyol ester 
refrigeration oil products. They are designed specifically for use 
with HFC refrigerants, developed to meet the performance 
demands of the refrigeration industry. This superior performance 
is achieved with basefluids that are specifically formulated to 
deliver optimum performance with minimal additive levels.

431646 REFRIGERATION OIL ICI RL68H 
POLYOLESTER

405750 ZEROL ICE RE NEW A/C Re-New, formerly Zerol® Ice, has been used successfully for 
many years to improve the performance of air conditioning and 
refrigeration systems. A/C Re-New provides significant saving in 
energy use. It also quiets noisy systems and extends the life of the 
system. It is a lubricant that blends with the system’s oil, lasting for 
the life of the equipment.

405752 ZEROL ICE DISPLAY PAK  RE NEW

438307 VACUUM PUMP OIL GAL Nu-Calgon Vacuum Pump Oil is a quality blend of high-grade 
lubricants, providing for oil that performs at the deepest vacuum. 
It lubricates to minimize wear and provide surface protection, 
and its high viscosity index assures adequate lubrication at high 
and low pressures. In addition, its broad package line guarantees 
the right package size for all levels of service activity, from the 
service professional handling only an occasional evacuation to 
the one conducting several every day.

438324 VACUUM PUMP OIL QT

438334 VACUUM PUMP OIL PINT 1 SHOT BOTTLES
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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

437132 THERMO-TRAP 1QT SPRAY Technically, Thermo-Trap is referred to as a heat sink. This means that 
it has an extremely high capacity for absorbing heat. Applied to the 
metal working surface between the area being heated and the 
material to be protected, Thermo-Trap soaks up heat and reduces 
heat transfer. This keeps heat from spreading beyond the work area. 
Heat-sensitive components, installed fittings, etc., on the other side of 
Thermo-Trap stay cool and are not damaged by transmitted heat.

2215 ORANGE CRUSH WATERLESS HAND 
CLEANER

Great Wipes Industrial Strength Hand Towels are waterless wipes made 
specifically for the air conditioning, refrigeration, and plumbing service 
technician. Each premoistened, heavy duty towel has strong pumice 
scrubbing power that conveniently cleans anywhere and anytime.
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TOTAL SYSTEM PROTECTION

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

430009 RX11 FLUSH 1LB CAN Rx11-flush is a unique solvent that has been engineered for 
flushing refrigeration and air conditioning systems. Its patented 
HFC based solvent formulation is powerful enough to flush away 
sludge, carbon residue, oils, acids, water and other particulate. 
This makes it ideal for system flushing after burnouts, retrofits and 
for flushing line sets for R-410A conversions. It is non-toxic, non-
flammable and is non-ozone depleting.

430008 RX11 FLUSH STARTER KIT - 1LB CAN, GUN, 
HOSE, VALVE

430010 RX11  FLUSH 2 CAN DISPLAY PACK / 
VALVE

430011 RX11 FLUSH  2 LB CAN

430089 RX11 FLUSH INJECTION TOOL The Injection Valve screws directly to the can and attaches to the 
Rx11-flush Hose to inject the product into a system. It is reusable 
and since it does not pierce the can, product can be used on 
multiple jobs once the valve is removed.

4320WB REFRIGERATION OIL ACID TEST KIT The concentrate of acid in refrigeration oil is expressed as an acid 
number in mg of KOH per gram of oil (milligrams of potassium 
hydroxide per gram of oil). The acid number is a measure of 
the amount of hydroxide solution needed to neutralize the acid 
in the oil. The more acid there is in the oil, the more potassium 
hydroxide is needed to neutralize it and, so, the higher the acid 
number.

430105 RX-ACID SCAVENGER PRESSURIZED CAN Rx-Acid Scavenger provides a better, more convenient way to 
neutralized or “scavenge” acid in refrigeration, air conditioning 
systems after burnouts or during normal on-going systems 
maintenance. Normal dosage rate is 2 fl. oz. of Rx-Acid Scavenger 
for up to one gallon of system oil. That is 50% less than other acid 
neutralizing products. This “low treat” feature means far less 
material has to be added to the systems. Rx-Acid Scavenger is 
formulated for use with all lubricants - mineral, alkylbenzene and 
polyol ester. Use after system burnout to scavenge acid products 
in the system, or change a system with Rx-Acid Scavenger to 
neutralize acid conditions should they develop.
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SUPCO
MODEL # DESCRIPTION

10001 LEAK LOCK 1 1/3 OZ. A resin based soft setting brushable paste pipe joint compound 
resistant to all refrigerants, oils, water and most chemicals, liquids 
and gases.
• Use with pressures to 10,000 PSI to full vacuums.
• Temperature range -200°F (-93°C) to 400°F (204°C).
• It never hardens and it never becomes brittle.
• Ideal for joining all metals, plastics and other materials.
• Will stick to all clean surfaces.
• Prevent vibration from loosening nuts, bolts, plugs and fittings.
• Non Toxic
• GUARANTEES A PERFECT SEAL… UNDER ALL CONDITIONS

10004A LEAK LOCK 4OZ.

17004 THAWZONE 4 OZ The original liquid dehydrant, frees your frozen system in minutes. 
It seeks out moisture and chemically bonds to it. • Enhanced 
moisture control in even the most advanced systems. • Aids 
with oil return in low temperature systems.  • Compatible with 
all refrigerants and refrigeration lubricants. • Helps prevent the 
formation of acid. • Safer  • No Methanol • Biodegradable, non-
polluting • Environmentaly Sound • Non-Poisonous

MO44 RUST BUSTER-4OZ.(MARS93241) Dissolves Rust • Telescoping Pullout Spout • Loosens rust in 
seconds • No lingering odor • Counter Display Case
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UNIVERSAL TECH.
AC LEAK FREEZE

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

00280 AC LEAK FREEZE 1.5OZ CARTRIDGE A/C Leak Freeze® features: Permanently seals leaks in air 
conditioning and refrigeration systems. Will continue to seal 
additional Leaks for up to 1 year that meet testing specifications
Does not contain polymers. Not activated by moisture or oxygen. 
Tested to be non-clogging to a/c compressor and recovery unit
Ideal for preventive maintenance and leak protection. 

00284 AC LEAK FREEZE 1.5OZ KIT WITH ADAPTOR

00292 AC LEAK FREEZE HOSE ADAPTOR

00282 AC LEAK FREEZ W/ MAGIC FROST 
1.5OZ CARTRIDGE

A/C Leak Freeze® with Magic Frost features: Permanently seals 
leaks in air conditioning and refrigeration systems. Will continue 
to seal additional Leaks for up to 1 year that meet testing 
specifications. Does not contain polymers. Not activated by 
moisture or oxygen. Tested to be non-clogging to a/c compressor 
and recovery unit. Ideal for preventive maintenance and leak 
protection

00286 AC LEAK FREEZE W/ MAGIC FROST 
1.5OZ KIT W/ ADAPTOR

MISC.
STUTTON

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

JS685 SURFACE FIRE ANT KILLER JS-685 JS 685 is the only insecticide designed to protect electrical 
equipment from fire ants. It enables professional contractors 
and equipment owners to kill fire ants immediately, and leaves 
a residual powder barrier that keeps them away for 7 months.

RESOURCE CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGIES

MODEL # DESCRIPTION

VOPH OIL PUMP 1-GAL Mounts on 1- and 5-gal. containers of  refrigeration oil to pump 
directly into compressors.  Max. pressure: 250 psi.


